The Five Lamps Arts Festival and Hub is a hub for arts and community development in
the North East Inner City of Dublin.
The organisation is best known for its ﬂagship event, The Five Lamps Arts Festival; an
award-winning annual community-based festival which takes place each spring in the
area.
The festival promotes a sense of pride in the North East Inner City as a positive, unique
and creative place in which to live, work and visit.
In recent years, Five Lamps Arts Festival has grown beyond a festival alone, and now
additionally works year-round with local community groups and schools to develop
and run a wide range of arts-based community development programmes. These
creative programmes are a highly regarded resource in an area disproportionately
impacted by poverty, drugs, homelessness and dereliction.
Based on the success of these programmes and the festival, The Five Lamps Arts
Festival has become the go-to place for anyone in the area with a project idea, looking
for event advice, logistical and production support, and creative contacts. Some recent
ideas which The Five Lamps Arts has helped to realise include; a St. Patrick’s Day
Community parade in Sheriff Street, an annual Christmas tree lighting event in the
area, a youth choir, a series of sustainable fashion design workshops for young people,
historical tour guide booklets and videos and a cross-community dance initiative.
The Five Lamps Arts Festival and Hub is committed, in everything it does, to inclusivity,
participation, environmental enhancement and the creation and presentation of locally
relevant, artistically ambitious work.

CREATING A BRIGHTER FUTURE
The North East Inner City (NEIC) Initiative is a Government programme to
oversee the long term social and economic regeneration of the area. The 2017
Mulvey Report Dublin North East Inner City - Creating a Brighter Future
acknowledged that “the Arts and its artistic history and activities in the area
needs to be recognised and encouraged” and referenced the value of a whole
community based Arts Festival as part of the regeneration process. On that basis
the NEIC Programme Office has provided increased annual financial and other
supports to the Five Lamps Arts Festival in recognition of the contribution that
this long established community arts festival has made to this area and its people
over the years. We are committed to supporting the voluntary Board into the
future in its tireless efforts to promote all that is positive about the north east
inner city including the constantly evolving wealth of artistic talent and creativity
that exists here.

www.neic.ie

@DNEIC

@neic_dublin

Dublin City Council North East Inner City Programme Office,
51-53 Sean McDermott Street Lower, Dublin City Council,
Central Area Headquarters, Dublin 1 (D01 HW44)
(01) 222 5312 / 222 5048 - neic@dublincity.ie

Since 1997 the day to day running of Dublin Port is managed by
Dublin Port Company (DPC) which traces its 300 year old history
back to 1708. Dublin Port Company is a self-financing, private
limited company wholly-owned by the State, whose business is to
manage Dublin Port. DPC set out in its Masterplan (2012 - 2040) how
its aims to improve capacity of the Port with a focus on working with
the local communities that surround the Port. In 2018 a Port Heritage
and Communication’s Department was created to assist in the
implementation of the keys aims of the Masterplan and this new
team are involved in a variety of Corporate Social Responsibility
projects, (both Tangible and Intangible), various Port Heritage
Projects and developing the Port Archive. We are delighted to
support the Five Lamps Arts Festival and in particular this wonderful
publication which tells the fascinating history of Dublin’s Deep Sea
Port and its link to the local area.
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A Deep Sea Port Area Walk
On 11th April 1885 the then Princess
Alexandra of Wales visited the new
extension of Dublin Port, Alexandra Basin,
which still bears her name. The event
included
spectacular
displays
of
engineering prowess organised by the Port
Engineer,
Bindon
Blood
Stoney.
Demonstrations of his recently built Diving
Bell, designed for building the stone walls of
the river Liffey, were given as giant machines manoeuvred the
massive concrete blocks into their place under the water. To the
strains of the band of the Highland Light Infantry, and a twenty-one
gun salute, Stoney explained proceedings to the Princess who, as it
reached a crescendo, launched a bottle of champagne into the new
pier walls, christening it after herself to the delight of the
assembled crowd.
By the time the dust had settled, the new extension effectively
created two ports. The original Old Dock and George’s Dock area
near the Customs House and North Wall Quay would now cater for
lighter ships dealing with passenger and cross-channel traffic.
Larger ships needing deeper berths would operate at Alexandra
Basin or the Deep Sea Port.
In the 1940s, with employment scarce, the Buttonmen system came
into use and saw many Dockers specialising in either Cross-Channel
or Deep Sea work. Effectively this meant they worked either along
the quay fronts or in and around the Alexandra Basin.
Because this tour largely deals with the Port area which evolved in
the vicinity of the Alexandra Basin end of the Docklands the title
The Deep Sea Port Area has been used.
The tour starts at the Dublin Port Centre, just a few minutes’
walk from the LUAS light-rail terminus at The Point Square.

1. Dublin Port Company HQ • The Port Centre
In 1904 Dublin Port erected a 100 tonne crane which saw service up
to 1986. While it quickly increased the capacity of the Port it soon
became renowned for the spectacular views it afforded from its
operator’s cabin. During the First World War it was fitted with a
telephone so that the operator could “double-job” as a look out
for enemy submarines which might be operating off the Dublin
Coast.
It was probably this that
the architects Scott,
Tallon, Walker had in
mind when they set out
to
design
a
new
Headquarters for the
then Dublin Port &
Docks Board in 1976.
Remarkably one of the
architects arranged to
have himself lifted in the bucket of a crane so he could see the
exact elevation that each of the building’s six floors would need, in
order to maximise the impact of its view. The results are a
testimony to his dedication.
Completed in 1982, the design creates a strong visual presence in
the Port area through encasing the rectangular glass tower within a
pre-cast concrete frame, while the surrounding platform is
designed to allow the
viewing of the general Port
operating area in safety.
In 2017 Darmody Architects
began the creation of a new
softer public realm to open
up the port and reconnect
with the wider city.

2. The Timeball Sculpture: Dublin Port Centre
The Dublin Port Company (and its predecessors) have had
numerous homes, the first permanent one of which was the Ballast
Office facing O’Connell Bridge. Because of time disparities, in the
mid-nineteenth century a 4ft bronze ball was erected on a pole
attached to the building’s roof and at exactly 1.00 pm Greenwich
Mean Time each day the ball dropped 6ft, allowing ships’
navigators to synchronize their
chronometers with GMT. At that
period Ireland used Dublin Mean
Time which was 25 minutes
behind that of Greenwich. After
1916 the two time-zones were
synchronized and the custom of
dropping the ball stopped.
In an acknowledgement of this
tradition the Design Team came
up with the concept of a
“Timeball” sculpture as a
homage to an important part of
Dublin’s maritime heritage. The
piece consists
of a 4ft,
3 tonne, and stainless-steel sphere,
located on the raised platform at
the Port Centre building. It not
only links back to the great days
of sail-ships but reflects all the
activities of the present-day
port in its surface.

3. Maritime Gardens:
The Dublin Dockyard War Munitions Factory
The Port Centre’s recently developed
maritime garden, and indeed the Port
Centre itself, are built on the site of
the former Dublin Dockyard.
During the period of the First
World War it was also the Dublin
Dockyard War Munitions Factory,
which employed around 200 local
women from the North and South
Docklands area.
The munitions factory operated
from 1916 – 18 and produced 18
pounder shells (although no
explosives were involved as that part
of the operation took place at Aintree
in Liverpool). It was designed by Sir John
Purser Griffith, utilising all the latest design
specs with the health and safety of the workforce
to the fore. It was highly efficient for its size, producing a finished
shell every five minutes, and had one of the best safety records of
any munitions’ factory in Ireland or Britain. In fact, one of the girls
from Ringsend remembered the greatest danger was crossing the
Liffey in the Ferry every morning during the blackout with the
Guinness ships such as the Barclay bearing down on them in the
dark. She claimed it was her introduction to ecumenical prayer
meetings as the girls were of diverse religious backgrounds but
unified in their wish to survive the trip!
For the girls involved the
money
available
was
life-changing, as can be
seen in Sean O’Casey’s

Play, ‘The Silver Tassie’, where a local Shell Factory Girl named
Jessie Taite was said to be “coinin’ money workin’ at munitions”
and had over £219 in her Post Office Savings Book. A plaque in the
maritime gardens commemorates the women.

4. The No.1 Graving Dock
Shipbuilding has had something of a chequered history in Dublin
although a graving dock known as Marney’s Dock existed at Eden
Quay from around 1716. After much discussion throughout the
19th century it was decided in 1860 to construct a new graving
dock 120m long and 20m wide at Alexandra Basin to a design by
Port Engineer George Halpin with the construction carried out by
William Dargan. Its immediate effect was the development of the
shipbuilding company of Walpole, Webb, and Bewley in 1862. The
No. 1 Graving Dock (as it became known) served the port up to
1989. In 2010 it was filled in, but as it is now recognized as a
significant piece of Industrial Heritage, a restoration project is
currently underway and the No.1 Graving Dock will soon be
available as a public Space for concerts and other events.

5. The No. 292 Crane: Dublin Port Centre
An inventory from 1979 shows that there were 59 cranes in use at
that time throughout Dublin Port so obviously the number refers to
something different. Built in the 1960s by English Company,
Stothert & Pitt, Crane No.292 weighs 10 tonnes and stands 115ft
high and was purchased by the Port in 1964. Between 1967 and
1976 it operated at a specially constructed pier at Alexandra Quay
known to Dockers as Goulding’s Jetty as it unloaded materials used
by the fertilizer company, Gouldings, who had a factory on

Alexandra Road. This location was
designated 292. It was later used in the
unloading of coal.
As part of an ongoing programme to
“reintegrate the Port with the city and
its people” Crane 292 has been
refurbished while its sky-blue livery
reflects the city’s colours. It now forms
part of the entrance to the Port
connecting directly with its industrial past.

6. Electricity Sub-Station • Alexandra Road
Opened for operations under manager T.H. Leering in 1923, the
red-bricked ESB sub-station, with its maritime motif designs, is a
virtual time-capsule of electrical power from the 1920s – 40s taking
us back to the early days of
electricity in the state.
The
electrification
of
Dublin’s
street-lights began in 1898 with the roll out
of a domestic supply following in 1903. The
potential of electricity for industrial purposes or
“motive power” as they called it, seems to have
escaped the early promoters, other than it might
“obviate all the inconveniences and evil-smelling
nuisances” associated with steam engines. Their priority was
O’Connell Street to Rathmines with a vague idea that the North
Wall might be incorporated in their grid at some stage. So, the Port
Engineer Sir John Purser Griffith built their own power station on
Alexandra Road. The Port had just commissioned the 100 tonne
Crane which was to be electrically powered and Griffith knew that
this was the way forward.

Griffith had an obsession about how engineering could assist and
improve man’s lot. He had growing concerns about the amount of
work carried out on ships at the Port in virtual darkness by
“Ghosters”, or working through the night on 24 hour shifts or
longer, which often ended in horrific accidents or deaths. He felt
the extending of the Port’s grid to supplying the neighbouring
factories, warehouses, and streets, could alleviate this.
Unfortunately, not everyone shared his vison and the roll out never
reached its full potential. In 1923 the newly formed ESB took over
the supply in the Docklands and erected the sub-station to meet
the area’s needs. In 2017 the building was added to the list of
protected structures.

7. Tonge & Taggert Foundry • East Wall Road
Nothing seems to conjure up Dublin’s Iconic Georgian
Streetscapes like Tonge & Taggert’s decorative manholes, even
though the two are separated by nearly a century. The company
was founded in 1869 by Thomas Tonge and his brother-in-law
George Taggert and quickly established a
reputation for high quality decorative street
furniture from their Windmill Lane based
foundry.
By the 1930s as Dublin experienced a
building boom, they opened a Foundry at
East Wall Road capable of building the type
of large scale cast-iron Watermain Pipes then
being used to create drainage and water
schemes for the new housing estates being
built.
As a family business they were known as a great company to
work for, with a strong base of social activities attached to the job,
particularly their Football Team. However, the company was sold in

the 1970s leading to a deterioration of working relationships and
ultimately the closure of the foundry in 1987.
The most famous member of their workforce was Phil Lynott,
founder of Thin Lizzy, who although he discovered “Heavy Metal”
while working on the East Wall Road was very quickly persuaded
that working in an Iron foundry was not for him. In 1967, just a short
time into his apprenticeship as a Fitter and Turner, Philo quit and
the rest, as they say, is history.

8. Merchants Road
On the 4th December 1913 over 60 families living in this street
were removed from their homes in what was the largest eviction in
a single street on a single day in modern Irish History. The houses
were built by the Merchants Warehousing Company for their
workers in 1907 and weren’t so much houses as two family-sized
‘up and down’ flats. The
socialist leader, James
Connolly, claimed that
each flat resembled an
average room partitioned
twice. The upstairs flat,
being larger, cost 4
shillings and 6 pence per
week, while the smaller
downstairs flat, (which
included the hall and

front door), was a shilling cheaper. Workers
were told, no matter how long they had been
with the company, that they would be fired if
they refused to move in, which would present
many with a dilemma. At the time, the street
became known locally as Compulsory Avenue.
As the Merchants Warehousing Company became embroiled in the
great strike or Lockout of 1913 over recognition of the Irish
Transport and General Workers Union, many of the street’s
residents joined in the strike which would see them evicted. For
those that remained loyal to the company they would find that after
an agreement between the company and the union over 60% of
the houses were occupied by Union members by 1915. The street
was rechristened locally at
that period as Scabs Row
and the families of those
who remained loyal to the
company and continued to
live there were referred to
as Scabs or strike-breakers.
The term was common up
to the 1990s.

9. St. Joseph’s School • East Wall Road
On 13th September 1911, schoolchildren arriving at St. Joseph’s
School were greeted by the message chalked on the door of “any
boy cot going into school not following other schoolboys example
will be killed. By order Strike! Strike! Strike!” Probably inspired by a
wave of schoolboy strikes in Britain at Liverpool, Portsmouth, and
Southampton that year, the demands of the Juvenile Committee
were for “cheaper books, no caning, and shorter hours.” They
were well organized and probably demonstrated how culturally

wide-reaching was the Trade Union movement in the Docklands
during that period.
The Strike lasted a total of three days during which attempts were
made to spread it to other schools, such as City Quay. Ultimately
the ringleaders were identified and severely punished. However,
while no official inquiry was held, school inspectors did investigate
and reprimanded the new principal John Francis Homan, for his
“punishment methods” and for “excluding students for not owning
their own books.” Homan didn’t really understand the poverty of
many of his students at that time but he would learn.

10. The Seabank House/Wharf Tavern
East Wall Road
It’s hard to be precise about the exact date of origin of the Wharf
Tavern but it is recorded that the storm which sank Clontarf Island
in 1844 crashed above the roof of The Wharf Tavern and its nearby
residence Seabank House (from which the present day pub takes its
name).
The location has elicited quite a bit of curiosity over the years,
being on the fringes rather than the centre of East Wall. When it
was built East Wall barely existed, however that area along the
Wharf Road (now East Wall Road) at one time accommodated a
fishing fleet as well as being one of
the major routes in and out
of the Port.
The pub is generally
associated with the
Kavanagh
family
who ran it from the
1880s to 1951 when
it was taken over by

the Cusacks who had interests in a number of pubs in the North
Strand.
Given its age there have been numerous eccentric and colourful
characters among its regulars. Perhaps one of the most interesting
was Tom “Blackguard” Daly. A Docker and 1916 veteran, Daly was
brother of the GAA legend Pat “Cocker” Daly who holds the
distinction of scoring “the greatest point ever seen” at Croke Park
and also for playing there in his 50s with two of his sons on the
team. Tom Daly spent time at Frongoch Prison Camp in Wales after
the 1916 Rising, where he became known as the “Frongoch Rat
Catcher”. When drinking in the Wharf Tavern, he would pull a rat
out of his pocket when leaving his drink, which the rodent would
then apparently guard as if its life depended on it. Needless to say,
nobody ever touched Tom’s pint.
The Pub has been rebuilt a number of times, the latest version
seeing it renamed The Seabank House and is a popular spot with
Facebook staff who have their offices nearby.

11. Johnny Cullen’s Hill & Joss Bollan
Johnny Cullen’s Hill was created in the 1880s by the extension of
the Great Southern and Western Railway line from Church Road to
the Point Depot on the Riverfront which opened in 1878. Locally it
was always known as Johnny Cullen’s Hill after the Carter whose
family also ran a Dairy and Provisions Shop in the area and had
significant land interests.
For locals this was the stomping ground of the legendary
Joss (sometimes Sass) Bollan, a headless horseman
seen regularly into the 1940s. Adults claimed
he was an absolute gentleman, but
children would have gone a long
way around to avoid the hill

after dark. His ride is recorded on a plaque near the entrance to
Abercorn Road and he is recalled by the Balladeer Joe O’Grady in
his song “Johnny Cullen’s Hill.”
It was there one night, I got a fright;
and nearly dropped down dead
In the pumphouse gate, it was rather late,
stood a man without his head;
My knees they shook, to my heels I took,
my shirt is wringing still,
With the sweat I lost at seeing
old Joss on Johnny Cullen’s Hill.

In the 20s and 30s the Hill acted as a type of amphitheatre for
supporters of Mandeville who played at the nearby Railway Field,
while in the 1970s it was the location for “death defying” Trolley
races, featuring home-made carts of wood and steel bearing
wheels which were a feature of the East Wall Festival for many
years. Remarkably no road closures were required as there was
little or no traffic at that time.

12. Abercorn Road
Cut off on two sides by the railways, and Johnny Cullen’s Hill on
another, Abercorn Road was always a place apart. Today it’s a
mixture of residents, whose families
go back several generations on the
street, and artists, musicians,
writers and professionals, creating
a type of village in the city
atmosphere. For such a small place
it’s produced quite a few people
worth shouting about.
No. 18 was the home of Sean
O’Casey, while just across from it

is No. 10 Church Street East (known locally as The
Back of the Church). This was the birthplace and
boyhood home of Professor Liam O’Briain, 1916
veteran, Diplomat, and Professor of Romantic
Languages at UCD, who after moving to Galway in
the 1920s set up An Taibhdhearc, the National Irish
Language Theatre in 1929, to which he was a major
contributor as writer, actor, and director.
At the bottom of the street is No. 12 which was the
first home of the Sheridan Family, notable for Oscar
winner Jim, and the author/director Peter. Christine
Caffrey-Keely, another Stephen’s Green veteran of
1916, lived on both Church Street East and 4
Abercorn Road, and having trained as a sewing
machine operator at Liberty Hall
Co-operative during the 1913 Lockout,
became the first costume designer with the hugely
influential Edwards - Mac Liammóir Company at the
Gate Theatre. Her daughte1r Grainne continued the
tradition working with the Abbey Theatre, where
Christine’s brother was a carpenter/set-designer.
8 Church Street East was the residence of Jim
O’Neill, Commandant of the ICA (Irish Citizen
Army) in the aftermath of the 1916 Rising, while
Tom Leahy, also ICA, was born on the street.
Leahy’s narrative of the Revolutionary years is
hugely important for its insight into the militant
labour movement, the ICA, Working Life, and
Trade Unionism, during one of the most important
periods of modern Irish history.
The Theatre tradition continued into present times
as recent residents have included the Abbey Theatre
and Irish Language Actor Brendan Conroy, and his

children Neilí (Love/Hate; The Van; Fair City)
and Ruadhri (Into the West/Treasure
Island/Six Shooter) who is particularly known
for his award winning work with the
McDonagh brothers. Liam Cunningham, star
of Game of Thrones and numerous hollywood
movies, was born at Church Place.
At the intersection of Abercorn Road and
Upper Sheriff Street is the site of the former
St. Barnabas Church described by Sean
O’Casey as one of the most important places
of his early life and which features throughout
his works. The apartment complex built there is
named after a former Rector, Rev. David Hall, known as “the
building Parson”. He was founder of Ireland’s Public Utility
Company movement which built numerous houses throughout the
Docklands and influenced the setting up of dozens of similar
companies throughout the state. So successful was the movement
that Dublin City Council used Hall as a consultant when developing
their large suburban housing estates in the 1930s.

13. New Wapping Street / Mayor Street
When out walking in the
Docklands James Joyce could
feel a pep in his step as he
reached New Wapping Street,
knowing his favourite cup of
coffee was just a few feet
away. Much of the street is
now demolished pending
redevelopment but the
pretty red brick houses are a
reminder of the significant
links between this part of

the city and the Railways,
having been built by the
London and North Western
for their workers.
At the top of the street was
once located the legendary
“Banana Factory” of Jack
Dolan, and nested between
this and the LNWR Houses was Lincoln & Nolan’s
Car Plant which to childish eyes made the area seem like a little
Detroit. Remarkably their state of the art factory was built in 1935
by local construction company Collen Brothers in eighteen weeks.
Austins, Morris, and even Minis were assembled here, drawing on
a long standing tradition of coach-building in the area. Interestingly
their neighbours on Mayor Street at one time included Fiat, Adler,
and Chrysler. At their height they employed over 600 workers here
and at a sister factory on Merchant’s Road.
During the 1950s Lincoln & Nolan took over the production of the
legendary Heinkle Kabine, which had been made in Dundalk. Its
futuristic, Sci-Fi design, as it drove around the area, made it seem
as if Doctor Who had landed his
Tardis in Little Detroit. The more
common name was The Bubble
Car, and its distinctive single
seat,
three
wheeled,
gull-winged front opening door
design, became a common
sight along the Docklands
Campshires. Many, it seems
were exported to exotic places
in South America.

14. Michael O’Doherty’s House
No. 10 Mayor Street Upper was the home of Michael O’Doherty,
Carter, Trade Union Activist, and Stephen’s Green veteran of the
1916 Rising. O’Doherty was shot 12 times while on the roof of the
College of Surgeons, making him the second most wounded
participant to survive the rebellion. Because of this he was placed
in a hospital bed beside Cathal Brugha who had been wounded 25
times. The guards allegedly claimed they would have plenty in
common to talk to each other about.
O’Doherty never really recovered and so severe were his wounds
that one of his nurses actually prayed that he would die. He finally
succumbed to illness in December 1919. His funeral from this
house to Lawrence O’Toole’s Church and then Glasnevin cemetery
was designed, orchestrated, and choreographed by Countess
Markievicz, setting a template for all the spectacular propaganda
winning funerals which would follow during the War of
Independence period.

15. Central Bank, North Wall Quay
Dockland’s residents heaved a sigh of relief when it was announced
that the Central Bank had taken over the incomplete skeleton-like
frame of the Anglo Irish Bank site on North Wall Quay, and were to
complete it as their new HQ. For most locals Anglo Irish Bank is
inextricably linked to the
crash and fall of The Celtic
Tiger and the distinctive
shell
of
its
failed
development on the horizon
was a constant reminder of
how the good times had
been lost.

The Architects Henry J. Lyons took on the job of “transforming the
concrete skeleton” and set out to create a building, filled with light,
which would encourage interaction making “a working landscape
that places the individual as the focus.”
The building is largely glass which is wrapped in an outer layer of
anodized aluminium triangular mesh panels which reflect the
maritime heritage of the location. It is the first office in Ireland to
achieve an outstanding “BREEAM” environmental rating and the
first BER A2 energy rated commercial development in Ireland.
The complex includes a visitor centre which traces the history of
Irish coinage and other displays. Admission is free.
Recently the Central Bank commissioned renowned Irish Artist Eva
Rothschild to produce a “monumental” sculpture, titled “Double
Rainbow” which will be located in the pedestrian walkway between
New Wapping Street and Castleforbes Road. It has been described
as taking the form of “a multi-directional arch rising to 10.5 meters
and swooping over the centre of the plaza, spanning a distance of
14 meters before touching down lightly on the ground at eight
different points.”

16. North Western Hotel
& North Wall Railway Station • North Wall Quay
The London & North Western Railway’s (LNWR)
relationship with North Wall Quay began in 1861
when there was a move to relocate the city’s
cattle-market to the area. This fell through, but the
ties they built with local railway companies remained,
and they were involved in the development of
link-lines which would join up the North Wall with the
rest of the country.

In 1877 they opened their North Wall Railway Station which had the
added comfort of having two underground tunnels running from
the quay walls directly into the Railway Station. These are the
tunnels often described by prisoners being deported after the
1916 Rising. The station was also the entry point for an
underground/tunnel link-line which runs under the Phoenix Park to
Heuston Station. Although still viable, it’s only used today for
freight or relocating unused carriages between stations. However,
once a year, it runs publicly as an increasingly popular children’s
Ghost Train at Halloween. The railway station features prominently
in Joyce’s short story “Evaline.”
In 1878 they acquired the adjacent Prince of Wales Hotel, which
they later redeveloped into the present day red-bricked building
which was known as The North Western Hotel. Opened in 1890 it
had attractive gardens, games rooms, and other amenities, and its
clientele were definitely of the upmarket variety. There was also a
bridge linking directly into the Railway Station.
While known for its fine dining the Hotel’s restaurant was renowned
for its sandwiches and packed lunches, part of its marketing
strategy of encouraging travel to Wicklow and Kerry from its North
Wall base. Its restaurant served James Joyce’s favourite cup of
coffee, which he enjoyed while watching the traffic on the river
creating ripples in the water akin to the sugar
lumps dropping into his cup. They also provided
popular breakfast baskets for early morning
travellers moving on to other parts of the country.
In the aftermath of the 1916 Rising the hotel was
taken over by the British military and remained so
up to Independence. It was the scene of a short
but heated battle between the Dublin Brigade, IRA
and the Auxiliary RIC in April 1921.
During the War of Independence a room at the

back of the hotel was used as a mortuary for British Soldiers killed
in the conflict whose bodies were awaiting repatriation. This is
believed to be the source of a particularly nasty Ghost/Poltergeist
who so disrupted workers after the Hotel was turned into offices
that the room was permanently sealed up.
After a number of uses over the years the building is now being
renovated as a hotel again and will be open in time for the 100th
anniversary of the publication of James Joyce’s Ulysses in 2022.

17. The Cill Áirne, Campshires • North Wall Quay
Built at the nearby Liffey Dockyard, the Cill Áirne, launched in
February 1962, was one of a pair of tenders built for Cork Harbour
Commissioners, which serviced the transatlantic liner services
between Cobh and the USA.
The ship is unique insofar as it was the last riveted
ship built in Europe at a time when shipbuilders
were starting to prefer using welding to join steel
plates together rather than bolts of molten metal.
Riveting had a long tradition in Ireland, the world
record being set by John Muir at Workman
Clarke Shipyard in Belfast during WW1 when he
fixed 11,209 rivets in nine hours in June 1918.

While Cill Áirne was the second last ship to be built in the Liffey
Dockyard, in reality it signalled the end of a continuity of
shipbuilding as there was a seven year gap between it and the last
ship they built, The Coill-an-Eo (Wood of the Yew), a small grab
hopper dredger designed for work on inland waterways.
Later used to train marine engineers up to 2003 after a major
refurbishment, the Cill Áirne has found a new lease of life as a
floating Bistro Bar and Restaurant on the Liffey.

18. The No. 11 Ferry, Campshires • North Wall Quay
Known as “The Dockers Taxi” the No.11 was
decommissioned in 1984 following the completion
of the East Link Toll Bridge (now Tom Clarke
Bridge) but is now back on the river operated
by the Irish Maritime Trust, in conjunction with
Dublin City Council and the Dublin Port
Company.
The Liffey Ferry Service first received a
Royal Charter in 1665, however, it’s been in
existence from at least the 14th Century
when Edward II gave permission for a Ferry to run for a
number of years in 1385. Almost immediately after the
Charter was issued, the service was licensed to private
operators and remained in private hands into the 20th
century, hampering the introduction of a more
efficient motorised service. In 1904 John Shanks, the
then licensee, offered to introduce a fleet of motor
ferries, but he wanted the duration of the contract
extended to minimise his financial risk which was
refused.
Motorised Ferries were finally introduced in 1921.
While there was general agreement that the

service was better than the old unreliable rowboats, many people
boycotted the service as it cost twice that of Benson’s which was
then operating illegally. The Motor Ferries also charged an extra
fare for bulky parcels to passengers’ annoyance.
In Ulysses, James Joyce writes “beyond New Wapping Street past
Benson’s Ferry, along the three masted schooner Rosevean from
Bridgewater with bricks.” Benson’s Ferry refers to a solicitor who
had obtained the license for the old rowing boat service after the
death of the licensee. For several years he caused delays in the
introduction of the motor boats and then
havoc by undercutting them before he was
forced to cease operations.
Much loved by James Joyce the ferry
features in many of his writings and forms
the centrepiece of his controversial story
“The Encounter” in the Dubliners collection.
The original No.11 features throughout the
1982 video of the iconic Phil Lynott song,
“Old Town”, the first song played on Irish
Commercial Radio and something of a
modern anthem for the city.
Check out
www.oldliffeyferry.com
for sailing times.

* Campshire is an Old English word meaning
pilings used to edge a river. In Dublin however,
local wits translated it as referring to pre-WW1
British Regiments with Shire in their names
camping on the stretches between the riverside
and the road while waiting for a ship out of
Ireland.

19. The Bottle Boy / Mayson Hotel, 81 North Wall Quay
The Bottle Boy was an old North Dock term for the man who
collected, washed, and filled beer bottles at a time when most
establishments bottled and labelled the beer themselves. The last
Bottle Boy working at No. 81 was Harry, a local legend cycling
along the Docklands’ Campshires and holding court in its various
shops. His tenure happened during the ownership of John
O’Connor. However, locals called the pub Connors following a
common tradition of dropping the “O” despite the name over the
door. Harry had an opinion on everything and was much loved by
Dockland’s children to whom he often subcontracted his
bottle-collecting duties, earning them much welcomed extra
pocket-money.
In the run up to the First World War, the
pub was managed by John Shanley, a
local with a global experience of the pub
trade, who opened the first American
Cocktail Bar in Ireland at the pub in
1913. Among a range
of 60 cocktails were
the house’s signature
drink “The North Wall
Eye Opener” and
after the gunrunning
episodes at Larne
and Howth in 1914
he
introduced
a
collection known as
the “Zenith Gun
Runners.”
These
classic and historic
drinks have been
lovingly
recreated
by
the
Mayson

Hotel’s bar staff while the pub itself features an astonishing
assembly of images of the port area from the late 1890s to the
1970s.

20. Castleforbes Road / Fish Street
Fish Street turns up on maps from 1773 and may be a reference to
some kind of market or landing point for the fishing fleets
operating on both sides of the Liffey. In 1908 it was the scene of a
gruesome murder of a woman
named Mary Carroll. The murderer
was a sailor using a long stiletto
blade which led to some clever uses
of forensics in solving the case.
However,
the
international
coverage left a stain on the street’s
reputation which would eventually
lead to its name being changed.
John Hughes was an Irishman who
had made a fortune from a chain of over 60 shops in Liverpool.
Returning to the country in 1919 he re-established his popular tea
brand Joy of Home at No. 3 Fish Street. The street’s reputation
seems to have proved an impediment, so Hughes bought No. 4
Fish Street which came with six cottages attached at Alexandra
Terrace, and so he installed his workforce into the houses. This now
gave him a quorum on the street and in 1924 he applied for and
received a name-change from Dublin City Council. Castleforbes
was chosen after a large merchant’s house at the intersection with
Upper Sheriff Street built by a former Lord Mayor of Dublin named
George Forbes and was current in the former Dublin Glass Bottle
Works factory known as Castleforbes Works which had then been
taken over by Lever Brothers.
James Joyce seems to have drawn much of the material used in the
“knife conversation” in the Eumaeus Chapter of Ulysses from the
trial reports of the Infamous Fish Street Murder.

21. The 3 Arena, North Wall Quay / Point Square
For Railway workers it was the Point Store while Dockers knew it as
the Point Depot. Built between 1875-8 as the goods terminus of
the Great Southern and Western Railway, a spiderweb network of
tracks emanated from this building crossing under the old cast iron
Victorian Footbridge at North Dock Street, and across Upper
Sheriff Street into Tedcastle McCormick’s coal yard. Then past the
Merchant’s Warehouses, and down Alexandra Road, it wound its
way into the Port. The construction saw the demolition of houses at
Florence Place and Shalloway’s Baths, while the connection
between Upper Mayor Street and East Wall Road was cut off.
The Campshires and the forecourt at the 3 Arena were traditionally
used for unloading coal. Because of this, the area became one of
the eight traditional sites for the Read, where Casual Dockers and
Coalies gathered daily to be called for employment by the
Stevedores.
By the 1980s the Point was no longer required by the railways and
Harry Crosbie, a developer with Dockland roots, had the vision to
acquire the property and turn it into a 6,000 capacity Point Depot
theatre and music venue. Trivial pursuit fans go into overdrive over
which artist performed first at the Point. Hughie Lewis was the
headliner on opening night, 3rd December 1988, but it was the
support act, Melissa Etheridge, who played first. However, for

purists and anoraks the honour goes to U2 who privately
performed and recorded Van Diemen’s Land from their Rattle and
Hum album, and footage of this and other songs shot at the venue
feature in their movie of the same name.
Everyone from Oasis and Nirvana to Frank Sinatra played at the
Point, however it will forever be remembered as the venue which
gave birth to the Riverdance phenomenon, an interval act at the
1994 Eurovision Song Contest which went on to conquer the
world.
Plagued by sound problems, the venue closed in August 2007.
After a virtual rebuild the venue reopened as first the 13,000
capacity 02 in December 2008, and then rebranded as the 3 Arena
in 2014. It has some of the most advanced acoustics of any venue
and regularly features among the top ten concert locations in the
world.

